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INDIGENOUS
APPALACHIA
ARTIST SPOTLIGHT

Amelia Winger-Bearskin

Seneca-C ayuga, Deer Clan

“My job as an artist is to think of a world and
imagine a world, prototype a world, dream the
world, story-tell about this world, make music
about this world, pull the hearts of people towards
the center where we believe—not that the world
could be a better place—where we believe that the
world is a beautiful place that’s deeply deserving
of our honor and our protection and our love
and our joy. We must maintain and honor our
Sky World/Cloud World, the layer of sky which
protects our world, maintains our atmosphere,
and which has given us the ability to communicate
through invisible signals through satellites, tubes and more importantly through dreams
and imagination.”
Amelia Winger-Bearskin is an artist who innovates with artificial intelligence in ways that
make a positive impact on our community and the environment. She is a Banks Family
Preeminence Endowed Chair and Associate Professor of Artificial Intelligence and the
Arts, at the Digital Worlds Institute at the University of Florida. She is the inventor of
Honor Native Sky, a project for the U.S. Department of Arts and Culture: Honor
Native Land Initiative. She founded WampumCodes, which is both an award-winning
podcast and an ethical framework for software development based on Indigenous values
of co-creation.

Wampum.codes was awarded a Mozilla
Fellowship embedded at the MIT Co-Creation
Studio from 2019-2020 and was featured at the
2021 imagineNative festival. She continued her
research in 2021 at Stanford University as artist
and technologist-in-residence, made possible by
the Stanford Visiting Artist Fund in Honor
of Roberta Bowman Denning (VAF).
LEARN MORE!
Snap this QR code
to read about the artist or
watch a video.
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